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came to earth, and so you will find some translations translate it afflicted

and some translate it He humbled himself, and either is possible but I don't

see any point in the , unless it is definitely giving His response

and it is parallel to ... yes, that is a very good point here, this is Nigla th,

in the perfect, this is what has happened . He is driven and He has submitted.

Then we see it vl4i4Iy thwidvividly occur, but He does not open His mouth

--Don't you give any answers. Jesus said , They couldn't do a thing against

me ut1-. unless the-peer- power was given them. He refused tom make any

answers to the charges, k because it was part of His work. Of course if

it were imperfect , what form of the imperfect must it be. Hiphil --in other

words He humbled Himself. The ending--you see the Hiphil, we will answer

or we will be humbled. It's not ---I tc don'c think that who ... yes, the Niphal

perfect would be... all the perfect would be , but the imperfebt x ends in

All the participles.. . the problem there of course is that . . Jor the Ayin

and not does He open His mouth, now Mr.Quek, M but he is humbled. This

expresses a continuous action, a continuous action, i.e., he is humbling. He

is oppressed and he is affliØ'cted ... it sounds as if the two forms are same,

the first, of course, is a perfect, and the next has to be a participle. He has

been oppressed, but he is driven ... tyrannized over and he is humbling himself.

This is the attitude that he is taking. He does not open his mouth. He does

not answer. i4 It is a continuous action, and it fits better than the first one.

Yes? (Q) The phrase hard-pressed is probably an English idiom which suggests

that someone is x running, and is almost ... but not quite. That is an ordinary

use of participle... He is in a difficult situation, but he is hoping to get out
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